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Abstract
Background: Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the oral cavity is a significant public health

issue, which uses a wide range of resources. The anatomic and functional complexity of the oral
cavity makes the diagnosis and management of this disease entity extremely challenging.
Therapeutic strategies are currently based on a combined surgical and radiological approach.
Over the past years plastic surgeons tried to improve the quality of life in patients with oral and
perioral cancer, offering new reconstructive options more suitable to achieve better functional
and aesthetic results.

Patients and methods: In this study 28 patients with squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) in the
oral and perioral region; (they were classified into 3 groups according to the size of tumor
excision) were involved. Different reconstructive procedures were applied according to the
condition. Post operatively they were evaluated for the functional parameters (speech, chewing,
swallowing, sphincter and expression), and aesthetic parameters (assessment of tissue excised,
patient and doctor satisfaction).

Results: The statistical analysis demonstrates a significant correlation between the size of
resection and the functional outcome in all the investigated parameters (p =0.05), meaning
improved functional outcome with the minimal reconstructive procedures in all the main
anatomical functional areas.

Conclusion: A great effort was made to create a scoring system for both functional and
aesthetic outcomes which is very helpful for preoperative planning, excision and reconstruction
of the resulting defect. It is considered as a good indicator for improved rehabilitation efficiency
through follow up period.

Introduction:
The lips play an important role in emotional

and verbal communication. It also esthetically
serves as a focal point that defines an
individual’s unique facial identity. Thus, lip
loss or major deformity produces a devastating
alteration of normal life.1 Oral squamous cell
carcinoma (SCC) is the sixth most common
malignancy and is a major cause of cancer
morbidity and mortality worldwide. Globally,
about 500.000 new oral and pharyngeal cancers
are diagnosed annually, and three quarters of
these are from the developing world.2 In Egypt,
head and neck cancers represent 3.3% of all
cancers.3 Squamous cell carcinoma of the
orofacial region is a significant problem in our

patient population due to occupational and
socioeconomic factors. The disease usually
presents in a relatively advanced stage.4,5

Therapeutic strategies are currently based
on a combined surgical and radiologic
approach; recent progress in reconstructive
surgery has largely improved the quality of
life in patients with perioral cancer, offering
new reconstructive options more suitable to
the complex anatomy and function of the
perioral and oral cavity.Thus surgery could be
curative as the biological behavior of these
cancers is usually locoregionally invasive.6
The reconstruction of perioral defects following
ablation of cancer has been a challenge for
oral and maxillofacial surgeons. The goals of
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perioral reconstruction are esthetic and
functional, with oral competence and good lip
control.7 The purpose of this study was to
correlate the outcome (functional and esthetic
sequelae in patients treated surgically with or
without radiotherapy for perioral tumors.

Patients and methods:
Between June 2005 and June 2008, in the

Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Department,
Ain Shams University Hospitals, 28 patients
underwent squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)

excision and reconstruction using different
types of flaps. The mean age of patients was
33.5 years (range 10 -76 years). Twelve patients
(42.8%) were females and sixteen patients
(57.2%) were males. Eighteen patients (64.4%)
were smokers. Eight patients (28.5%) gave
history of  precancerous condit ions
(e.g.leukoplakia of lower lip mucosa,
ulcer…etc). Examination of the lymph node
affection (using sentinel lymph node biopsy
or radio labeling it) revealed eight patients
(28.5%) to have positive sentinel lymph node.8,9

Chart (1): Data collection for patients in the study.

Preoperative evaluation of the patients was
performed in all cases where all the tumors
were documented to be squamous cell
carcinoma using incisional  biopsy.
Photographing and consent were taken. Patients
with medical problems e.g. hypertensive,
diabetic, hypercholesterolemia were not
excluded from this study.

Frozen section was done for all cases
preoperatively then results were later on
confirmed by paraffin section examination.
The patients were divided into three  groups:
Group A; included eight patients (28.6 %) with
lip defect not exceeding 1/3 of the lip, Group
B; included ten patients (35.7 %) with lip defect
greater than 1/3 of the lip but less than two
thirds. Group C; included ten patients (35.7
%) with whole lip defect together with excision
of adjacent structures e g. mandible, floor of
the mouth and tongue.

Reconstructive procedures:
Many techniques have been used for

reconstruction of the defects according to the
size and site of the defect. Generally, defects
involving less than a third of the lower lip can
be closed primarily (Group A). For larger
defects, between one third and two thirds of
the lip, Estlander, Burnard burrow, Abo Elfilat
and Karapandzic flaps10,11 have been used
(Group B). However, free tissue transfer has
been used for complex total lip reconstruction
or when the tumors extended to the oral cavity
or the mandible. The most popular distant flap
used is the radial forearm flap,4,12 and for cases
with combined defect in the mandible free
vascularized fibula flap is used (Group C).13
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Figure (1): A) Wedge resection with a W excision. B) Closure of W excision.

Figure (2): Schematic of Karapandzic flaps.

Figure (3): Estlander’s lateral flap from the upper lip rotated around the commisure.
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Figure (4): The Gillies fan flap technique.

Figure (5): Markings for radial forearm fasciocutaneous free flap with reconstruction
of cheek defect after fulthickness tumor excision.

Scoring system:
To conduct our study we developed a

scoring system, which assessed the extent of
excision and effect of different reconstructive
modalities on restoration of normal action of
the perioral region. It was divided into
functional and aesthetic parameters each was
given a grade from 1-5 according to the effect
seen. These parameters were either functional,
which included assessment of speech, chewing,
swallowing, sphincter and expression; or
aesthetic, which included assessment of tissue
excised, patient and doctor satisfaction
Table(1).

Speech, chewing and swallowing were the
functional parameters investigated for a period
of two years where patients were scored
monthly and the results were checked clinically
with each follow-up visit. Assessment of speech

quality was done by ‘Functional Intraoral
Glasgow Scale’ self-questionnaire which is an
ordinal five-grade scale questionnaire, with
high values indicating good speech and
‘Conversational Understandability Test’ where
voiceless fricative segments, |s|, |sh|, |f|, and
|th|, were used for analysis.

Assessment of chewing and swallowing
was done by a five-point ordinal scale self-
questionnaire developed by the Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery Department at Cannies
Burn Hospital to allow patients to self-assess
chewing and swallowing. Patients scored
themselves monthly, and the results were
checked at the time of discharge from the
individual postoperative rehabilitation program.

Sphincter function was evaluated as regard
the air, water and solid whether it is competent
or not. Facial expression was assessed by the
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ability to whistle or smile properly.  As for the
aesthetic parameters; the amount and extent
of excision was evaluated according to the

thickness of the tissue removed. Finally the
patient and doctor satisfaction for the final
outcome were also measured.

Condition Score

Excision

Speech

Chewing

Swallowing

Sphincter

Expression

Patient
Satisfaction

Doctor
Satisfaction

Functional
Intra- oral

scale

Aesthetic
Intra- oral

scale

Always understandable
Needing sometimes repetitions
Needing many times repetitions
Understandable only by relatives

Incomprehensible

Always understandable
Needing sometimes repetitions
Needing many times repetitions
Understandable only by relatives

Incomprehensible

Any food without difficulty
Solid food with difficulty

Semisolid food only
Liquid only

Swallowing impossible

Air Tight
Water Tight  (Drooling of saliva)

Solid Tight
Incompetent

Whistling
Smile Properly

Smile Improperly
In able to Smile

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Skin only
Full thickness lip

Muscle
Bone and oral cavity

5
4
3
2
1

5
4
3
2
1

5
4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1
4
3
2
1
4
3
2
1

Table (1): Scoring system sheet.
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Results:
The time interval between surgical treatment

and the end of follow up ranged from 2 to 12
months (mean 7 months). The scoring system
and analysis of results are summarized
Table(2). The total score was then compared
to a reference range as follows:
• 31- 35----> Excellent, it was found in 6

patients.
• 25 - 30 ---> good, it was found in 10patients.
• 17 - 24 ---> Fair, it was found in 10 patients.
• 8 - 16 ---> Poor; it was found in 2 patients.

By comparing chewing and swallowing
with speech, we observed a substantially
different trend, meaning a better postoperative
recovery of speech in (Group A and B).  While
in Group C there were significant differences
as demonstrated by the different reconstructive
modalities. A statistically significant difference
was demonstrated for chewing and swallowing
(p = 0.05) between the patients treated and
those not treated with radiotherapy, meaning
a worse functional outcome in those patients
treated with radiotherapy.

The chi-square distribution demonstrated a
statistically significant correlation between the
size of resection and the functional outcome
with all the assessment methods (Functional
Intraoral Glasgow Scale (p =0.05); Aesthetic

Intraoral Glasgow Scale, (p =0.05) meaning
for example better speech quality with smaller
excisions. A similar statistically significant
correlation was also demonstrated between the
reconstruction modalities and the functional
results by all the tests (Functional Glasgow
Intraoral Scale), generally meaning that the
less demanding reconstructive procedures had
the better functional outcome.

Some statistically significant differences
among the reconstruction modalities were
demonstrated (p =0.05) in the large resections
involving the floor of the mouth. The simple
direct suture gave a better functional outcome
than flap reconstruction.

Within all flaps, those that provided bone
reconstruction gave better speech quality. In
the bilateral small resections of the floor of
the mouth, the Functional Intraoral Glasgow
Scale (p =0.05) demonstrated statistically
significant differences within the reconstruction
modalities: the best results were observed in
patients who underwent reconstruction using
a  loca l  f l ap .  The  Conversa t iona l
Understandability Test also showed some
differences, but with low statistical significance.
The trend was for the less demanding procedure
to yield the better functional outcome.

Table (2): Assessment of the different functional and aesthetic results in every patient.
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Discussion:
Several studies aiming to evaluate functional

outcome after perioral cancer surgery were
carried out in the past, and in most cases, only
a correlation to broad factors could be
statistically demonstrated. In all anatomical
areas of the perioral and oral cavity, the general
pattern was for consistently better speech
quality and good functional outcome with
smaller excisions. Unilateral resections gave
a better functional outcome than those
corresponding in size and involving the anterior
midline in the anterior floor of the mouth.14,
15, 16

Different modalities in management of oral
and perioral carcinomas play an important role
in the functional & aesthetic outcome;17, 18

- Any disruption in the muscle of the lip or
any affection of the sphincteric action leads to
disturbance in the speech articulation.

- The integrity of the mandibular insertions
of the genioglossus and geniohyoid muscles
is likely to be crucial in providing adequate
tongue dynamic stability and active motion,
as loss of integrity severely impairs speech
articulation.7

- The tongue as it is the primary active
articulator producing the voiceless fricative
segments |s|, |sh|, |f|, and |th|.

- The soft palate in the posterior oral cavity:
all resections involving the soft palate gave a
remarkable deterioration in speech that was
always attributable.16

In this study, the main goal was to produce
simultaneously good functional and aesthetic
outcome, we consider excision when affecting
the functional unit or the sphincter action, so
we tried to limit its size as much as we can by
proper intra-operative frozen section technique.
Then improving the shape of the resulting scar,
by hiding them in the edges of the facial
aesthetic units, proper correction of muscle
after excision to give a proper tone and
correction of the sphincter by sphincterplasty
to correct microstomia.

Also post operative rehabilitation by speech
therapy, must be considered. Then a subjective
assessment was done by the patients. Most of
them (Group A and B) had good satisfactory
results due to the small sized tumor which
could be handled easily due to the wide variety
of options we had. On the contrary, patients in

(Group C) showed fair satisfactory results as
they had major reconstructive operation which
obviously couldn’t be much improved (Safety
better than cosmoses).

We investigated speech by the original two
subjective assessment methods (Conversational
Understandability Test and Functional Intraoral
Glasgow Scale),18 to accurately measure its
actual dispersion after perioral cancer surgery.
A statistically significant association of all
voice quality measures stronger between the
two tests proving this association to be the
most suitable investigation method for speech.

In our experience, the reconstruction
modalities do not seem to influence the overall
speech quality, as overall speech quality is
related mainly to the extent of surgical excision.
Nevertheless, the role of bone reconstruction
of the mandible after full thickness resection
is relevant in the ability to pronounce voiceless
fricative sound. Patients treated with
radiotherapy had worse functional outcomes.
This was generally because of the larger extent
of the surgical excision and radiotherapy itself
was found to play a more individual and
specific role in decreasing speech quality.

Chewing and swallowing are life-supporting
functions of the oral cavity that are closely
related to nutrition. The complete loss of
swallowing is a certain life-threatening
condition, whereas the complete loss of
chewing can be somewhat compensated for
by appropriate food preconditioning.16, 19

Swallowing occurs in three stages. The first
is voluntary contraction of the mylohyoid
muscles, and the other two are reflexly
produced by the base of the tongue, the soft
palate, the larynx, the posterior pillars of the
fauces, and the pharynx. In our sample, a
complete loss of swallowing occurred only in
those patients who had large excision of the
base of the tongue and of the retromolar trigone,
with a massive ablation of those anatomical
structures that reflexly produced swallowing.18

A slightly lesser degree of severe functional
impairment, but never a complete loss of
swallowing, occurred in a relevant number of
patients who had a large full thickness resection
of the anterior floor of the mouth. In these
patients, the complete ablation of the anterior
floor of the mouth and the anterior tongue
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obviously harmed the active voluntary phase
of swallowing.20

Mastication is a complex process resulting
from fine and coordinated movements of the
mandible at the temporomandibular joint
carried out by four main muscles and three
secondary ones sitting in the floor of the mouth.
Therefore, the act of chewing is allowed by
the anatomical functional integrity of active
structures, such as muscles, and passive
structures, such as the mandibular lever, teeth,
mucosal lining, and salivary glands.16, 21

In our sample, ablative surgery almost didn’t
include the main muscles of mastication but
only involved the secondary ones and passive
structures such as mucosa, salivary glands,
teeth, and mandibular bone. A complete loss
of chewing occurred only in the wide resections
of the anterior and lateral floor of the mouth
and in the large resections of the retromolar
trigone. Nevertheless, a degree of chewing
impairment occurred in almost all patients in
Group C.

We observed only slight differences in the
eventual outcome for both functions between
small and medium-sized resections of the floor
of the mouth. These data can be explained by
the ability of the remaining anatomical active
structures to take charge of the excised muscles’
function. This concept is confirmed by the
remarkable differences in functional efficiency,
both for  chewing and swallowing.

In the general sample, radiotherapy seems
to be a negative prognostic factor for both
functional and aesthetic outcome: an
explanation for this could be the routine
combined use of radiotherapy and surgery in
the larger tumor resections.22

Speech showed a more complete recovery
than swallowing and chewing after surgery for
perioraloral cancer. This may be attributed to
the higher cortical control of speech, large
reflex controlled functions, that allows for
more chances of success for the rehabilitation
therapy and the tendency for the patients to
subjectively overestimate the quality of their
speech, whereas chewing and swallowing
would be less l iable to subjective
interpretation.15, 16, 17

Conclusion:
In our experience we could correlate the

functional and aesthetic outcome to different
surgical modalities and its affection on the
specific anatomical perioral region. A great
effort was made to create a scoring system for
both functional and aesthetic outcomes which
is very helpful for preoperative planning and
avoiding, marled tissue excision during surgery
and is considered as a good indicator for
improved rehabilitation efficiency through
follow up period.
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